NOTE:
1) DIMENSIONS INCHES [mm].
2) UNIT HEIGHTS MAY VARY BY MODELS.
   - UNIT HEIGHT WITH SHORT COVER = 4.0" [101.6 mm]
     COVER REMOVAL CLEARANCE = 5.65" [143.5 mm]
     FUNCTION - DUAL MODULE, 2 SWITCH MODELS
   - UNIT HEIGHT WITH MEDIUM COVER = 4.86" [123.4 mm]
     COVER REMOVAL CLEARANCE = 7.25" [184.5 mm]
     FUNCTIONS - TRANSMITTER OR POTENTIOMETER ONLY
   - UNIT HEIGHT WITH TALL COVER = 6.12" [155.4 mm]
     COVER REMOVAL CLEARANCE = 9.5" [241.3 mm]
     FUNCTIONS - 4 SWITCH MODELS
     TRANSMITTER OR POTENTIOMETER WITH SWITCH MODELS
3) CONSULT FACTORY FOR COVER SIZES ON SPECIFIC MODELS.
4) CONDUIT ENTRY SIZES MAY VARY ON DIFFERENT MODELS.
5) CONSULT FACTORY FOR CONDUIT SIZES ON SPECIFIC MODELS.
6) MOUNTING HARDWARE REQUIRED AND SOLD SEPARATELY.
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